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No part of the Great War compares in interest with its opening. The measured, silent drawing together of
gigantic forces, the uncertainty of their movements and positions, the number of unknown and
unknowable facts made the first collision a drama never surpassed. Nor was there any other period in the
War when the general battle was waged on so great a scale, when the slaughter was so swift or the
stakes so high. Moreover, in the beginning our faculties of wonder, horror and excitement had not been
cauterized and deadened by the furnace fires of years. In fact, the War was decided in the first twenty
days of fighting, and all that happened afterwards consisted in battles which, however formidable and
devastating, were but desperate and vain appeals against the decision of Fate.
Winston Churchill
Forward to Liaison 1914, A Narrative of the Great Retreat
By Major General Sir Edward Spears

I. General Overview
This supplement is designed to adapt the Look Sarge, No Charts: WWII for games set
during the opening stages of the First World War. The period covered starts with the first
encounters in the first week of August and runs through the Battle of the Frontiers, the Marne, and
the Race to the Sea. Once the Western Front had settled into the trench war stalemate everything
about the war was transformed in a very short span of time. Weapons, tactical organizations,
tactics, and even uniforms changed so dramatically that the battles in the spring of 1915 bore very
little resemblance to those in the summer of 1914. The Slaughter So Swift is designed to represent
the conditions of August and September of 1914, not the trench war that followed.
The Slaughter So Swift is a supplement
to Look Sarge, No Charts: WWII, so you need
to own and read the base rules. Because many
aspects of European warfare in 1914 more
closely resemble nineteenth century conflicts
than the Second World War this supplement
borrows heavily from A Union So Tested:
Look Sarge, No Charts: American Civil War.
Mechanics from Look, Sarge, No Charts:
WWII are included by reference, but
mechanics from A Union So Tested are
repeated in this supplement, so it is not
necessary to purchase those rules also.
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This supplement is organized into 4 parts:
General overview
II. Rule Modifications to Look, Sarge, No Charts: WWII
III. Unit Data and Organization
IV. Designer Notes
I.

II.

Rule Modifications

The remainder of Part II follows the outline of the base Look Sarge, No Charts: WWII rules. Each
section herein describes how the corresponding section of the base rules should be modified for
use in 1914 battles. The modifications take different forms depending on the nature of the change.
Some describe changes, some negate a rule, some provide a replacement paragraph, etc. Where a
section of the base rules is not included herein the base rule applies in its entirety. In a few instances
adoption of optional rules is recommended.

0 Introduction to the Game
0.1 Introduction
The typical span of control for a player is a regiment, not a battalion.

0.2 Basic Information
0.2.1 Game Scale
A base represents an infantry company or artillery battery. Machinegun sections and cavalry
squadrons are represented by half bases.
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0.2.4 Base Labels
Base labels will be different in these ways.
•
•
•

There are no anti-tank attributes, only anti-personnel.
There is a hill bonus attribute which is described in section 4.2.9 of A Union So Tested.
There is a suggested label for limbers to contain the attributes of a limbered battery in Part
III.

A sample base label for The Slaughter So Swift is shown in Figure 1 - Sample Base Label for
LSNC: 1914.

Figure 1 - Sample Base Label for The Slaughter So Swift
Values for base labels are in Part III, Table 2 – Attributes of 1914 Bases.

0.5 Optional Rules
0.5.3 Reconnaissance Companies
Treat cavalry squadrons as reconnaissance bases and apply this optional rule.

1 Activation
1.1.1 Allowable Actions
In addition to the listed actions any German base, except mounted cavalry, may use its activation
to dig hasty defensive positions. The resulting positions have a defense of medium cover and count
as concealment for spotting. These positions are rifle pits, not the fortifications that dominate the
western front in the coming years.

1.5 Optional Rules
1.5.1 Command Radius
Adoption of this rule is strongly recommended. Use Table 3 – Command Radius Values in Part
III.
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2 Spotting
2.1 Introduction
For spotting purposes, all bases are treated as ‘infantry.’
2.2.6 Automatic Spotting
In addition to the base automatic spotting rule apply the
following rule.
Any base that moves in open terrain and is in line of sight
of one or more enemy bases is automatically spotted.
This spotting applies immediately. Player(s) controlling the base(s) that had line of sight to the
moving bases mark them spotted when the spotted bases move and do not need to wait until they
activate.
If a base moving in open terrain is out of line of sight at the end of its move spotting is lost as per
section 2.2.8.
2.2.8 Once Spotted, Bases Remain Spotted
Note: In the base rules this section contains a note about assumption of “modern communications
gear.” Clearly, this assumption is not valid for 1914; however, the rules for spotting and retention
of spotting have been retained for the sake of playability.

2.5 Optional Spotting Rules
2.5.1 Number of Dice
The optional rule to add one die for reconnaissance units is recommended
The optional rules to add one die if the enemy fired should be applied when spotting for “Return
Fire.” (See section 4.2.8.)

3 Movement
3.2 Basic Information
3.2.2 Road Movement
An infantry base may not use
road movement speed unless it is
in march column. Signify that the
base is in march column by
placing it with the long axis of
the base aligned along the road
with one flank facing in the
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direction of movement. A base in march column has its defense factor modified by -2.
An artillery base may not use road movement speed unless it is limbered. Note that a limbered
battery has a lower defense rating than unlimbered battery.
3.5.1 Limbering and Unlimbering
This optional rule in the WWII rules is mandatory for 1914. As in the base rules the battery may
unlimber in any orientation desired.

4 Conducting Fire
4.2.1 Bases have two different attack values
In 1914, there are no tanks or other combat vehicles, so only anti-personnel values apply.
4.2.2 Firing Arc
Infantry and machine gun bases may fire at
targets that are within 180 degrees of their base
as per the base rules (figure 4-1 of base rules).
Artillery bases may only fire at targets that are
within 90 degrees of their front edge as per
Figure 2 – Artillery Arc of Fire at right.
Figure 2 - Artillery Arc of Fire
4.2.4 Direct Fire Resolution
If the firing base is a half base (i.e., machine gun or cavalry squadron) it rolls a d10 and modifies
the roll as indicated above, but die rolls that are odd numbers BEFORE BEING MODIFIED are
considered misses, regardless of their value.
For 1914 the rules below supersede the base rules.
4.2.4.1 Two hits remove a half-sized base
Half-sized bases (e.g., cavalry or machinegun bases) are removed after two hits, rather than
one.
4.2.4.2 Two hits remove a normal-sized base
Full-sized bases (e.g., infantry company or artillery battery bases) are removed after three
hits, rather than two.
4.2.4.4 Removing a battalion
If a battalion is reduced to just the HQ and one base that has two hits, both the HQ the
remaining, damaged base are removed from the game.
NOTE: See section 6.2.5 for rules pertaining to on board artillery using indirect fire.
4.2.7 Damaged Bases
Attacks by damaged bases are modified as indicated in this section.
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When firing or conducting a close assault, if the firing base has previously taken one hit, it
rolls a d10 and modifies the roll as indicated above, but die rolls that are odd numbers before any
modifications are considered misses, regardless of their modified value.
When firing or conducting a close assault, if the firing base has previously taken two hits,
it rolls a d10, but die rolls that are odd numbers before any modifications are also considered
misses, regardless of their modified value. In addition, full bases with two hits and half bases with
one hit may only fire if the activation card is black. This applies to “Return Fire” as well as fire on
the base’s own activation. (In “A Union So Tested” this is known as the “Regimental Pin” rule.)
4.2.8 Return Fire
Note: The Return Fire rule is adopted from A Union So Tested.
When a unit receives fire from within its front arc it may return fire against one unit per
activation. For example, if a unit received fire from three enemy units during the enemy’s
activation (i.e., a single card draw), the owning player must choose which single enemy unit at
which it will return fire. If some of the firing units were outside the target’s front arc it may only
return fire against a unit that was within its front arc.
Return fire occurs after the activated player’s fire. Units may only fire after applying any
hits inflicted by the activating player’s fire. Units may return fire even if they are full bases with
two hits or half bases with one hit as described in section 4.2.7.
If two or more sections of a machinegun company are together – bases touching and facing
the same direction – they return fire as a unit even though targeted as a single section.
If a unit has been fired at by an enemy that it has not previously spotted the unit may
attempt to spot the firing bases. Apply the +1 die modifier for spotting target firing in section
2.5.1. If Return Fire is not possible (because all firing units are out of arc or out of range), the
spotting attempt is not allowed.
4.2.9 Hill Bonus
Note: The Hill Bonus rule is adopted
from A Union So Tested.
When fired upon from below units
apply the hill bonus to their defense factor.
This is in addition to any cover defensive
value they already have; so, a unit defending
the top of a wooded hill would apply both the
light cover defensive value and the hill
bonus. There may be a different hill bonus
value for fire and close assault. This rule is
modified by the optional rule in Section
4.6.2.
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5 Close Assaults
The base rules for close assaults are used for 1914. Optional rules in 5.5 for vehicle support
do not apply. The close and stand rules in A Union So Tested do not apply.

6 Conducting Indirect Fire
6.1 Introduction
In contrast to World War II,
telecommunications in 1914 were limited.
Wireless communication existed only at the
highest levels where corps communicated with
army headquarters. Communication in support of
indirect artillery fire used field telephones
exclusively. The time required to run wires over
great the distances to call fire from batteries that
are considered off board in gaming terms prevented their use in most of the mobile battles of
August and September of 1914. However, there are cases where indirect fire, on board and off
board, is appropriate. These cases are discussed in this section.
As in Look, Sarge, No Charts: WWII each side may be allocated a certain number of offboard indirect fire missions, if part of the scenario, at the beginning of the game. Each time one is
used it is marked off. When all have been used, that side has no more indirect fire. In this period,
there is no close air support.

6.2 Basic Information
6.2.1 Calling Indirect Fire
If the scenario represents a battle in which one or both sides have had time to deploy long
range batteries and set up a field telephone network to control (usually at least overnight) then offboard indirect fire may be available. A side that has been allocated off-board artillery will have
one forward artillery observer (FAO) stand that directs all off-board fire.
The FAO is a base that has been deployed at the forward end of the artillery telephone
network. If an FAO moves from his starting position he is disconnected from the telephone
network and may no longer call fire missions. The FAO can call off-board indirect fire on spotted
targets to which he has a line of sight. The FAO should be attached to the highest command base
on his side as a headquarters asset and activate on that command base’s command die. As in the
base rules multiple attacks may be made on an activation, but all indirect attacks against any one
target must be declared before any are resolved.
For additional rules applicable to on board artillery conducting indirect fire, see section
6.2.5 below.
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6.2.2 Company Headquarters Call For Indirect Fire
This base rule does not apply.
6.2.3 Battalion Headquarters call for indirect fire
This base rule does not apply.
6.2.5 Representing Artillery on the Table
The role of mobile artillery in the front lines reached its zenith in 1914. There were two
reasons – quality and quantity. The artillery of 1914 was equipped with modern quick firing guns
and high explosive ammunition. And there were plenty of them. Nineteenth century armies had a
battery or two attached to each division supplemented by corps and army level reserves. Early in
the twentieth century armies had nine to twelve batteries per division – about one battery per
battalion! All this modern artillery was deployed in close support of infantry at the point of contact
and effect was brutal. The gunners themselves were among the hardest hit. After considering the
effects of artillery in the first few months of the war all armies recognized the necessity to pull the
guns out of the direct line of fire, it was just not possible for artillery to survive unless firing from
a great distance.
The rules in this section cover use of artillery during this period. Artillery fought from two
types of positions: open and covered. Both are described below.
Firing from an Open Position: This is simply deploying and firing in a position from
which the gunners can see, and be seen by, their enemies just as they would have done a hundred
years before WWI. In this role artillery bases fire at targets that are in line of sight, in firing arc,
spotted and within range just as any base in Look, Sarge, No Charts. Remember that artillery bases
have arc of fire of 90 degrees.
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Firing from a Covered
Position: Recognizing the threat of
enemy artillery fire (and infantry fire, if
allowed to get too close), battery
commanders would sometimes deploy in
defilade positions where they could not
be seen by the enemy. When so deployed
fire would be observed by the battery
commander and plotted as indirect fire.
The game representation of the firing
positions is illustrated in Figure 3 –
Open and Covered Artillery Positions Figure 3: Open and Covered Artillery Positions
below.
The battery marked “A” is in an open firing position
To represent the commander’s relative to enemy bases forward of the hill. The battery
role as observer, each artillery base must marked “B1” is in a covered position relative to enemy
have a single figure base, separate from bases forward of the hill and can engage targets that
the battery that can be deployed forward are in the line of sight of its command/spotter at “B2”.
of the battery where there is line of sight Both batteries are under the command of the artillery
to targets, as shown in Figure 3. This battalion command base “C” and activate on his
base represents the battery commander number.
and a telephone team who deploy wire to
the observation position.
The command/spotter base:
1. Has a movement value of 6 inches,
2. Has a command radius of 6 inches,
3. May deploy on the activation used to unlimber the battery,
4. Cannot be targeted (like a command base), and
5. Can be co-located with an infantry base, but can be eliminated if the base is eliminated
When the commander/spotter base deployed,
the battery may still move normally and
conduct direct fire.
To fire from a covered position the target
must be spotted, in line of sight of the battery
commander/spotter, within range and arc of
fire of the battery and the battery must be
within 6 inches of the commander/spotter.
When a base is firing from a covered position
use the indirect fire attack values in the table
in section 6.2.8.
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6.2.8 Attack Values for Indirect Fire
The attack values for indirect fire assets in 1914 are shown in Table 1 – Indirect Fire
Values.
Table 1 - Indirect Fire Values
Weapon Size

Range

Light (ex.: French 75 mm, German 77 mm, British 18
lb)
Medium (ex.: 105 mm, 4.5 inch)
Heavy (greater than 120 mm)
17 cm Minenwerfer

60”

Indirect Fire Attack
Value
+0

60”
n/a
18”

+1
+2
+4

6.2.10 Firing Smoke
This section is not applicable.

6.5 Optional Rules from Look, Sarge, No Charts: WWII
6.5.1 Blind Fire
Apply this optional rule, if desired.
6.5.2 Anti-aircraft Fire
This section is not applicable.
6.5.3 Preplanned Fire Missions
Apply this optional rule, if desired.
6.5.4 Defilade
If 4.5.5 is used it has no impact on indirect fire.
6.5.5 Open Topped Vehicles
This section is not applicable.
6.5.6 Howitzers
Section 6.2.5 allows indirect fire without differentiating the type of terrain between the firing
battery and the target. As an option, you can allow howitzers to fire over any terrain type and
restrict field guns to indirect fire over hills only.

7 Morale
Use this section of Look, Sarge, No Charts: WWII without change.
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III.

Unit Data and Organization

This section of The Slaughter So Swift provides unit data needed to construct unit bases for
1914 and orders of battle for the major western powers that will guide scenario generation.

Unit Data
Attributes
Use the values in Table 2 – Attributes of 1914 Bases to create your bases for The
Slaughter So Swift.
Table 2 – Attributes of 1914 Bases

Command Radii
It
is
strongly
recommended that you adopt
rule 1.5.1, Command Radius,
in 1914 games. The command
radius values for each country
and the various levels of
command are listed in Table
3 – Command Radius
Values.

Table 3 – Command Radius Values
Command Radius

Infantry Battalion
Infantry Regiment
Cavalry Regiment
Artillery Battalion/Group
Brigade
Division or higher
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French

British

German

4"
18"
24"
6"
30"
45"

4"
24"
6"
24"
45"

6"
24"
24"
6"
36"
45"

Artillery Limber Labels
As a way to indicated
limbered/unlimbered status of
batteries and to have the limbered
guns’ attributes accessible on the table use of a base with the label shown here is suggested. You
can make a special base, with or without a limber model, with this label on the top and a strip of
magnet on the bottom. The special base is placed on the battery’s label when limbered.

Figure 4: Limbered Artillery Labels
The battery at “A” is unlimbered and uses the data on its label.
The battery at “B” is limbered indicated by the limber label over the battery’s label. The limber
model is optional.
The limber at “C” is inverted to show the magnetic strip under the base.
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IV.

Army Organization

Since The Slaughter So Swift is a game in
which players control regiments, a multi-player
game will involve most of a division on each
side. Because a division will sometimes have
corps assets assigned in support, corps
organization is significant. This section presents
the corps, division, and regiment organizations
of the major western powers in mid 1914. Every
infantry/artillery battalion and every cavalry
regiment will have a command base in addition
to the organizations described below.

Germany
The German order of battle is shown at
right. The corps assets that may appear in a
scenario using The Slaughter So Swift are a light
infantry battalion (Jaegers), one or two pioneer
(engineer) battalions, and a heavy artillery
battalion.
The jaeger battalions each had four
companies and a machine gun company that had
the same organization as the machine gun
companies in the infantry regiments. In game
terms, there is no difference between jaeger and
infantry companies. The corps heavy artillery
battalion consisted of four batteries of four 15cm
schwere Feldhaubitze, sFH 02 (i.e., heavy field
howitzer, 1902). These are the guns that would
appear in an off-board role in scenarios
representing prepared battles. The pioneer
Battalions were combat engineers who were
trained and equipped to assault defensive works.
(Of the millions of men mobilized in 1914 only
the German pioneers were issued hand
grenades.) Pioneers were attached individually
by companies to the divisions, the quantity varying according to mission. In addition, the pioneers
in each corps were equipped with four 17 cm MW (17 cm Minenwerfer, 1913), effectively a short-
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range mortar with a 50 kg high explosive shell. The Minenwerfer battery was attached to a division
when the mission required it.
The cavalry regiments in the infantry divisions consisted of 3 or four squadrons. The
artillery brigade was comprised of four battalions, three six-gun batteries each, paired in two
regiments. Three battalions were equipped with 7.7 cm FK 96 n.A (new model 7.7 cm field gun,
1896) and the fourth with 10.5 cm leichte Feldhaubitze 98/09, leFH 98/09 [light field howitzer,
1898, updated 1909]. In general a battalion of guns operated with each infantry regiment.
The infantry regiment had three battalions. Each battalion had four rifle companies. The
regimental machinegun company consisted of six Maxim Maschinengeweher 1908 (MG 08) and
should be represented as three half-base sections. Regiments either assigned the machinegun
company to a battalion or held is part of the reserve.
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France
The French order of battle is shown at
right. In The Slaughter So Swift, the corps
assets likely to be used in a scenario are the
artillery regiment and the cavalry regiment.
The structure of the corps’ artillery
regiment is the same as the divisions’ artillery
regiment but with one additional group. The
groups are comprised three batteries of four
Canon de 75mm Modele 1897 (i.e., 75mm
field gun). Though organized in four gunbatteries in contrast to the German and British
six-gun batteries, in 1914 the French 75 was
still able to achieve a superior rate of fire to its
contemporaries, so is has the same attack
values in The Slaughter So Swift. Note that the
French do not have any heavy guns at the
corps level. Because all heavy artillery
support was allocated from army level, French
heavy fire support took longer to respond than
the enemy’s counterparts. In addition in 1914,
all of the French large caliber guns were
antiquated models without recoil brakes
resulting in slow rate of fire and poor
accuracy. The cavalry regiment has six
squadrons. First through Fourth Squadrons are
regulars and function as the corps’
reconnaissance element, but can be assigned
to support a division when warranted. Fifth
and Sixth Squadrons were manned by
reservists and were assigned to the infantry
divisions, one to each.
The divisional artillery groups would
normally operate in support of a regiment
within the division. Obviously at least one
regiment would lack artillery unless a corps
group was attached.
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The infantry regiment had three battalions. Each battalion had four rifle companies and a
machine gun section – two St. Étienne model 1907 machineguns.

British
(B.E.F.)

Expeditionary

Force

The BEF order of battle is shown to the
right. Notice that there are no corps assets.
There were elements at the corps level, such
as signals and transport units, but they are not
significant in game scale.
Unlike the French and German
divisions the British division did not use the
brigade-regiment structure, instead its 12
battalions were organized directly under three
brigades. The administrative regiments
provided the battalions to the brigades, but a
regiment’s battalions rarely – never – served
together in a brigade. The infantry divisions’
field artillery brigades were equipped with
Ordnance QF (Quick firing) 18 pounder, Mark
II guns, in three batteries of six guns. The
howitzer brigade was equipped with Ordnance
QF 4.5-inch howitzers, also in six gun
batteries. The heavy artillery battery was
equipped with four Ordnance BL (breech
loading) 60-pounder guns (127 mm caliber).
The infantry brigade consisted of four
battalions, four rifle companies each, with a
two-gun machine gun section. The BEF’s
machineguns were Maxims, though the new
Vickers had been officially authorized in 1912
there were too few of them when the BEF
deployed to France.
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V. Designer Notes
This section presents the rationale for some of the choices that were made in adapting Look, Sarge,
No Charts: WWII for the early World War One period.

Why Machinegun Bases are Less Powerful than infantry Bases
When running The Slaughter So Swift at conventions I’m sometimes asked why machine gun bases
only get half shots (even numbers only). While it is true that the first months of the war proved the
value of machineguns their numbers were quite small during this period. The British and French
had a two-gun section in each battalion – represented as a half base in The Slaughter So Swift. The
Germans and Russians organized the equivalent number of machineguns as companies at the
regimental level – six per company for the Germans, eight per company for the Russians.
With effective rates of fire of about 200 rounds per minute a base that represents two machine guns
cannot compete with 250 rifle armed infantrymen for total volume of fire or effectiveness against
an enemy. In game terms, when firing at an infantry target in the open an infantry base hits on any
number except “1” (90%) and a machinegun hits on any even number (50%) giving the two-gun
section 55% of the effectiveness and at a longer range relative to a rifle company.
When massed in companies, machineguns are very powerful. A company of three half bases
rolling a die each has 87.5% chance to hit and a 50% chance to cause more than one hit.

Cavalry treated differently in 1914 version than in base
The base Look, Sarge, No Charts: WWII rules treat cavalry as mounted infantry, assuming that the
troops dismount to fight and mount to move. Mounting and dismounting are not explicitly
represented. In 1914, the expected role of cavalry still included charging with saber or lance
against enemy cavalry or broken infantry. The Slaughter So Swift represents cavalry in mounted
and dismounted states to allow them to engage appropriately in either case.

Why Lower Defense Value in Open
In World War 2 infantry platoons operated on a frontage of about 150 meters, as represented by
the 3-inch base width in Look Sarge, No Charts. In 1914, though infantry fought in open order,
men were far more densely deployed. A typical company of 250 men occupied the same frontage
as a platoon would a quarter of a century later. With that many targets under fire the defense factor
for infantry and artillery in the open was reduced from six to five. Machine guns remained at
defense factor of six because of the small number of targets and the difficulty of seeing them.

Why Germans Can Dig In
In 1914 every German soldier went to war with an entrenching tool and wire cutters and was
trained to use them. Any time a German unit stopped in a place it might have to defend the men
dug rifle pits. This was not general the case in the other armies of the time.
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